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1. Introduction. This paper investigates interpolation series for integral

functions F(z) of exponential type from the Laplace representation

(1.1) F(8)=-^f/«Vr¿r
¿TtJr

in a manner similar to that given recently by R. C. Buck [4]. In his account

the factor ez{ is expanded into a series of the form 2Z(T un(z)gn(Ç) and a series

for F(z) of the form J^o" un(z)Tn(F) results from (1.1) on term by term

integration. In the present paper the factor /(f) is expanded in a series of

the form ^o Tn(F)vn(Ç) and the same series as before then appears for F(z).

The two methods give in broad outline similar results, but there are some

properties which are exhibited better or even only by one of the two methods.

Thus Buck's methods appear to be more powerful in dealing with Abel's

series. The modified forms given by Schoenberg [15] for the Lidstone and

Whittaker two point series however do not appear in Buck's analysis. They

appear quite naturally below not only for the Lidstone and Whittaker series

but also for the analogous Poritsky and Gontcharoff «-point series. Sum-

mability properties of these modified series are also exhibited clearly just as

summability properties of the original series are exhibited in the work of Buck.

The basis of the present paper suggested by the problem introduced in [18]

is the close relation between the functions

OO

(1.2) fiz,a) = Y.FMia)z-n-1
o

for different values of a. (Cf. [il, 590 (b) ; 3].) Now the interpolation series of

Gontcharoff or Poritsky are based on certain of the values F(n)(ap) assumed

to be known. This information is expressed below in terms of the functions

f(z, ctp) and leads to a simple functional equation for f(z) and hence to an

interpolation series for F(z). On certain assumptions f(z) will be defined apart

from poles whose residues then appear as undetermined constants. When all

poles are excluded by conditions of growth imposed on F(z) one obtains the

classical interpolation series. When all but a finite number of poles are so

excluded one obtains series analogous to those given by Schoenberg for the

two point expansions. These series justify uniqueness theorems sharper than
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those derived from convergence or summability of the original interpolation

series. It is easy to modify them further so as to obtain series which are con-

vergent for any integral function without restriction as to order [cf. 1; 9].

There results an explicit solution to a problem solved as to existence by Pólya

[12]-
When the same methods are applied to Abel's series relating to the de-

termination of F(z) by the sequence of values F(n)(w), the results are less

complete since more difficult functional equations are involved.

A final section compares certain special series and shows that summability

properties have a certain consistency not always enjoyed by the convergence

properties.

2. Notations and formulae of transformation. F(z) will throughout repre-

sent an integral function of exponential type (at most) so that a representa-

tion of the type*(l.l) is valid. The functions F(z) and f(z) are connected by

the integral relations

/l CO f* oo

e-'F(tz~l)dt =  I    e-uF(z)dt,
o Jo

(2.1)

¿iriJ r

and alternatively by means of the power series representations

00 00

Fit) = ¿ W/m,       fiz) = Z «■*-*-«.
0 0

The function/(z, a) of (1.2) is evidently the Laplace transform of Fiz+a) and

/I 00 •» 00

e-"Fit + a)dt =  j    e-«-a>*F(/)¿/
0 Ja

= eaz {/(*) -  f   e-'*Fit)dl\ = «««/(«) - *(s, a)

where $(2, a) is an integral function. It follows that e~azfiz, a) — /(z) is also

an integral function and that

(2.3) Fiz) = — f «<—>r/(f, a)df.
2iriJ r

(2.2) and (2.3) are of course effectively the Laplace formula (2.1) for Fiz+a).

The growth function of Fiz) is defined as usual by

hid) = hid, F) = lim sup r~l log | F(re*>) |.
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We use the notation K [ Hid) ] for the class of all integral functions of

exponential type with h(6, F) <H(d) [4, p. 283].

h(—0) is necessarily the supporting function of a convex set D or D(F) of

points in the complex plane.

We have [ll, pp. 581-585] h(0) =maxiGD 9c(ze»). When #(-0) is chosen

as the supporting function of the rectangle of vertices ±a±bi we write

Kia, b) in place of K{H(0) } [4, p. 284]. /(f) is regular outside DiF) and Y

in (2.1) can be any curve enclosing D(F) [ll, p. 585, Satz 3]. From (2.2) it

follows that/(z, a) is also regular outside D(F).

3. Interpolation of Poritsky type. We shall describe as Poritsky's problem

[14] that of determining F(z) from the set of values

(3.1) F<-km)(ap) (k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ; p = 1, 2, , m).

A knowledge of this set of values does not give any of the functions f(z, ap)

immediately but does lead to a set of equations which they must satisfy. Let

us write a = e2*i,m and have

(3.2)

co 1    m—1

iKz, «p. m) =   Y,F<-"m)(ap)z~nm~1 = ~ S w*/(«*2, ap)
n=o m k=0

J      TO— 1 J      TO—1

= — Ju* exp iapoihz)ifwhz) -\-^ &i*$»(w*z, ap).
m k=o m t_o

With p = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m this can be regarded as a set of m equations to

determine the m functions/(co^z). Writing

(3.3)

we have

J      TO—1

— X w*$(w*z, aP) = ^(z, ap, m)
m jt=o

»r'AM/Cs) =

(3.4)

where

(3.5)

^(z, Oi, w),

w exp (aiujz),

iKz, a2, w),

w exp (í¡2ojz), , w exp (amwz)

üim~1 exp (aiwm_1z), wm ' exp (a&>m 'a), '

*(z, oi, ot), *(z, a2, m),

oi exp (diojz), « exp (a¡h>z),

, w1"-1 exp iamum~1z)

• • , *(z, am, m)

■ • , « exp (OmCiJZ)

w"1-1 exp (aiü)m-1z), a>m ' exp (<Z2a>m %), , wm_1 exp (amwz)

A(z) =

exp (oiz),

w exp (ditoz),

exp i

w exp (ojujz),

, exp (<ws)

, w exp (<w>2)

I ci>m-1 exp (aiwm_1z), com-1 exp (a^"1 h), • • • , wm_1 exp (amum 'z)

We must note that A(z) has a zero of order m(m —1)/2 at the origin and
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that the second determinant in (3.4) has a zero of at least this order (*). The

coefficient of zN in the expansion w_"'("i_1)/2A(z) is clearly the sum over all sets

of non-negative integers pi, pt,

the determinants

pm such that pi+p2+ ■ • • +pm = N of

(3.6)
1

pllp2l  ■   ■   ■   p«

«1

PI   PI
CO     fli

Pl
a2

P2    P2
ct)   at

Vm    Pm
oi   am

im—Dpi   Pl
03 «i

(m—l)p2   Pt
03 a2

(m-l)pm   Pm

03 am

The determinant (3.6) will vanish unless pi, p2, • • • , pm are all different, and

hence if N is less than m(m — l)/2. The coefficient of zmim~1)l2 is given by

(3.7) E

Pl    PS
«1  Ü2

1!2! (m - 1) !

1
pi

1
PS

1
Pi»

(to—1)P! (m—1)P2 (m—l)p„

where the sum is taken over all permutations pi, pi, ■ • • , pm of 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ,

m — l. Now the determinant in (3.7) changes sign by the interchange of pT

and ps and has therefore the values +A according as pi, pi, • • ■ , pm is an

even or odd permutation of 0, 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , m — 1 where

A =

1

03

1

1

The required coefficient is therefore

1!2! (m - 1) !

1 1

a2

m-l

«1
m—1

and is not zero. From (3.3), \p(z, ap, m) has a zero of order m — l at least, and

expanding the second determinant of (3.4) in terms of its first row, we see

that each minor has a zero of order (m — l)(m — 2)/2 from the result just

proved. The determinant itself therefore has a zero of order (m — l)(m — 2)/2

+m — 1 =m(m —1)/2. It now follows from (3.6) that/(z) is determined by

the functions

(') The following proof of these assertions was provided by Mr. F. W. Ponting.
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\¡/(z, ai, m), \¡/(z, a2, m), ■ ■ ■ , \¡/(z, am, m)

of (3.2) except for the addition of meromorphic function whose poles are at

the zeros of A(z) other than the origin. It follows from the Laplace transform

(1.1) that Fiz) is determined by the set of values (3.1) apart from a function

of the form

(3.8) £-P*(*)«"*'

the sum being taken over certain of the zeros ak of A(z). Each Pk(z) is a poly-

nomial whose degree is less than the order of the zero a*.

If the type A of F(z) is less than the modulus of the smallest zero (other

than z = 0) of A(z) it is evident that the sum (3.8) vanishes. Take Y to be a

circle |f | =R with R>A but such that |f | ^R contains no zero of A(f) other

than the origin./(f) may be replaced in (1.1) by

lKs", «i, m) tit, at, m) ■ ■ ■ ̂ (f, am, m)

/n  q\ rn      a exp (aiœf) o> exp (a&>Ç) - - - w exp {amutf)

A(f).
wm~1 exp (aium_1f)    M"1-1 exp (a&¡m~l¡) • - ■ a>m_1 exp (amwm_1f)

and on expanding each i/^f, ap, m) in powers of f a polynomial expansion

m      oo

F(z) = T,ZF(nm)MPn.Áz)
p=l n=0

results. This is effectively the result of Poritsky [14, p. 277]. We may clearly

add the following remarks:

(a) If/(f) is regular in an inverse Mittag-Leffler star including all zeros of

A(f) other than 0, then [8, p. 79]

oo n   i—n—1

M) -  hm   E
O-.+0    o   T(l + net)

in the interior of the star, and there is a similar representation for each of

the functions /(f, ap). From the Laplace integral (1.1) using a contour Y

within the star but excluding all zeros of A(f) except the origin, we then have

TO 00

(3.10) Fiz) =   lim   i;iF<"'(a,)P.,,(í)/r(l + )ia).
a-»-H>    p=l     0

Conditions on Fiz) which ensure that/(f) is regular in a given Mittag-Leffler

star are not familiar but at a cost of using a convex region instead such

conditions are available. If fi is the Mittag-Leffler star formed by excluding

all radii from zeros of A(f) other than the origin to infinity and if DiF) lies

within ß, then (3.10) holds [4, p. 296].
(b) If the values (3.1) all vanish, then the first determinant on the right

of (3.4) vanishes and it is clear that the only functions of exponential type
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for which this occurs are the finite sums (3.8). This result generalises that of

Schoenberg [15] for the case m = 2.

(c) For functions F(z) of type A, /(f) is regular for |f| >A. The circle

áA will contain only a finite number of zeros of A(f). Take T to be a circle

= 2? with R > A but such that | f | gi? contains no more zeros of A(f) than

áA.
On replacing/(f) in (1.1) by the expression (3.9) and adding the appro-

priate sum of the form (3.8) we still obtain the function F(z). Writing

^*(f) for the cofactor of ^(f, ap, m) in (3.9) we have

ml/» *

F(z) =    E    P*(z)z°") + Z- *(f. ap, m)tP(i;)e«dÇ.
|a*|áA p-1   2irlJ |f|=K

Expanding each ^(f, ap, m) in powers of f there results

(3.11) Fiz) =   E   iM«D«"w + EÍ>("m>(OQ..p(*).
|a*|SA p-1 n— 0

The functions Qn,Piz) defined by

(3.12) G..p(*)=— f       rn-Vp(f)e'r¿f
2triJ \x\=r

are no longer polynomials since ^*(f) will have poles at the zeros of A(f).

But they will differ from the polynomials P«.p(z) only by exponential sums of

the type (3.8). Qn.P(z) can be considered as the remainder in an expansion

asymptotic as n tends to infinity for Pn,Piz). The expansion (3.11) has been

given by Schoenberg [15] in the case m = 2. Our derivation exhibits sum-

mability properties similar to those described in (a). Our results can be

summed up in

Theorem I. An integral function Fiz) of type A possesses the expansion

(3.11), the infinite series being convergent. If E be the set of a* such that DiF)

intersects the radius from a* to infinity, then

TO 00

(3.13) Fiz) =   E Pkiz)e»' + E E^nm)(Gp)<2n.p(z)
ak3E p-1 n=0

where the functions Qn,P(z) are defined by (3.12), and the infinite series are

understood to be summed by the method of Mittag-Leffler as in (3.10).

4. Interpolation of Gontcharoff type. Gontcharoff's problem relating to

the determination of F(z) by the sequence

(4.1)   F(ai), F'(ai), ■■• , F<*-»(a.), ?<">(«,), F^+^\ai), ••■ , F^\ax) ■ • •

is from our point of view very similar to that of Poritsky. The sequence (4.1)

defines the functions

r
f
f
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x(z, ap, m, p\ =   Eí,(nm+P_1)(ap)3~"",_p
n=0     ,
i    m—l

= — E o>pif(uhz, ap)
m k=o

J    m—l J    m—l

= — E ">"* exP (apo3kz)f(o3kz) -\-E <op*$(co*z, ap).
ffî k=o m k=o

These equations for £ = 1,2, • • • , m may be regarded as a system of m equa-

tions for the functions f(u>kz), k=Q, 1, 2, ■■ -, m — l. The determinant of

this system replacing A(z) is

exp (aiz) exp («2z) • • • exp (omz)

w exp (ûxïiz) 01s exp (o>02z) • • • u>m exp (wa^z)
(4.2) a*W-

u™-1 exp iwm~'aiz)     ci)2(m " exp ioim~1a2z) • • • £o"'('n_1> exp iwm~1amz)

A*(z) has no zero at z = 0, so that the complications arising in Poritsky's prob-

lem on account of the zero of A(z) at z = 0 do not arise here. If the type A of

Fiz) is less than the modulus of the smallest root A*(z) and the contour Y in

(2.1) is chosen as a circle |f | =R such that all roots of A*(z) are outside it,

then we may replace /(f) by

x(f, «i, m, 1) x(f, «j, m, 2) • • • x(r, Om, m, m)

w exp (coaif) to* exp (uOif) • • ■ wm exp (owimf)

a*(D
ù)m~l exp (ù>*"_1aif)     a)2<™ u exp (üjm_102f) • • • ¡a",<m-1> exp iwm~lamC)

On expanding the functions x(f. ap, m, p) in powers of f_1 and integrating

term by term there results a polynomial expansion of the form

(4.3) F(z) = EE¿?(B",+p-1,(0p)G»,p(z).
p=l n=0

This is effectively the result of Gontcharoff [7, pp. 36-37]. We may add the

remarks :

(a) If the convex region with indicatrix H(8) contains the origin but no

zero of A*(z), and if F(z) belongs to K{H(6) }, then the series (4.3) is sum-

mable by Mittag-Leffler's method, that is

(4.4) Fiz)  =  lim   EEi?<nm+p-1)(«p)Gn,p(z)/r(l + Wa).
«-»+0   p=l n=0

(b) When the series (4.4) holds the conclusion .F(z)=0 follows from the

vanishing of the sequence (4.1). This is a stronger result than that deduced

from the convergence of (4.3).

(c) For any function of exponential type A there will be an expansion of

the form
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(4.5) Fiz) = EEf?(r""+,'-1)(«p)#n,p(z) +     E    Pki*)e"»
p-1 n-0 loitlâA

where the H„,Piz) are the remainders in an asymptotic expansion of the poly-

nomials Gn,p(z). The second sum is finite, the Pk(z) being polynomials and

the ak being zeros of A*(z).

(d) The series (4.5) will have summability properties similar to those dis-

cussed in remark (a) for the series (4.3).

We summarise these results in

Theorem 2. An integral function F(z) of type A possesses the expansion

(4.5), the infinite series being convergent. If E be the set of ai such that D(F)

intersects the radius from a, to infinity, then

TO 00

F(z) =   E Pk(z)e^ + E Eif(M+p-1)W5».f(2)
aj3î p—1 n=0

with the infinite series summed by the method of Mittag-Leffler.

5. Uniqueness theorems. It follows from Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 that

the only integral functions of exponential type for which the values (3.1) or

(4.1) all vanish are the exponential polynomials of the kind (3.8). Now such

exponential polynomials have very special growth properties and if they are

excluded by a suitable condition we obtain uniqueness conditions. For ex-

ample we have the following

Theorem 3. If D is a convex domain containing no zero of A(z) other than

z = 0 (or no zero of A*) in its exterior, then the integral function F(z) of exponen-

tial type is uniquely determined by the values (3.1) or (4.1) if it satisfies

(5.1) lim inf | Fire*) | exp { -Hie, D)r} = 0.

The condition (5.1) need only be imposed for particular values of d, one for each

zero on the boundary of D (cf. [2, p. 15]).

6. Existence problems. Generalised series. A problem closely related to

the Lidstone expansion is the following. If an and b„ are two given sequences is

it possible to satisfy the relations

(6.1) F^i-l) = an,       F{*»)(l)-i.

by means of an integral function F(z)l This problem has been completely

solved. The conditions that Eo° anz2n/i2n) ! and Eo bnz2n/(2n) ! are integral

functions which are clearly necessary for the solution of either part of (6.1)

separately are sufficient for the simultaneous solution of both parts [17, p.

51]. The corresponding problem for the Whittaker series has a similar solu-

tion [16]. We show that the same is true for the generalised versions arising

from Poritsky's problem and Gontcharoff's problem. Our method is similar

to that of Appell and Hurwitz [l ; 9]. It will be enough to give the details for
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one of the two cases. We consider the equations

*■<»»>(«„) = An.p (p = 1, 2, , m; n = 0, 1, 2, )•

The process for the construction of a solution can be summarised as follows.

We take the expansion (3.13), omit the finite sum and replace the coefficients

F(-nm)(ap) by the required values An,p. If the series converges the construction

of F(z) is complete, but this will be the case only if all the power series

Eo° An,Pzmn/(mn)\ are integral functions of exponential type. To deal with

the general case when these power series are assumed to represent integral

functions without restriction as to order, we take the sequence of functions

Qn,p(z) to have an order increasing with n in place of a fixed order. With p = 1

we see that

(6.2) G,.:«.^ f
¿in J i2iri J |f |_sr

« exp (a2uf)

m2 exp (020j2f)

oi exp (ff3wf)

w2 exp (asuPtf)

■ - - ùl exp (OmCdf)

• ■ • u2 exp (amw2f)

<jm_1 exp {amam"1t)

*

A(r)f""
I si*"1 exp (o2M"'_1i")    w"1 ' exp iaxJ" lÇ)

and Rn is a suitable increasing sequence. Note first that A(f ) will be a sum of

exponentials and for large |f| will be dominated by one or two terms (de-

pending on arg f) of the form Aeai+Beßi. It is clear then that a sequence Rn

will exist such that n<Rn<n + l and such that |A(f)|>5 exp ( — CRn)

(ô>0, c>0) on the circle |f | =R„. It follows that, if the sequence Qn,i(z) is

formed with this Rn in (6.2), then

^KcxP{(n+l)\z\ + Kn]
I e-1« I <-^- •

From this inequality it is clear that convergence of Eô° An,iZnm/(mn) ! for

all z implies convergence of

00

E^».i(?»,i(z)

for all z (uniformly in any bounded domain). Now in the expression (6.2) we

see that to replace the variable f by (of does not affect ¿f/f"m+1, effects a

cyclic permutation of the rows of the determinant A(f), and replaces the de-

terminant in the numerator by a cyclic permutation of another minor of

A(f). It is evident then that we may replace (6.2) by

,m(m-l)/2

2ri /J iri=B»

exp (zf)

exp (züjf)

exp (ff2f)

exp (a2wf)

exp (amf)

exp (amcof)

exp (zo3m-^) exp (a2£om_1f) • • ■ exp (am03m-^)

dt

A(r)fnm+l

From this representation we see that <2n7)(ai) = l and that tí^Vp) =0 un-
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less p = l and k = n. If Eô° An,iznm/(nm)l is an integral function, then

Fi(z) = E ¿n.iÇ?n>1(z)
o

is also an integral function and satisfies the relations

F?m\ai) = An,i,       F¡nm\ap) = 0, p * 1.

With Qn.p(z) (p = 2, 3, • • • , m) defined in a similar manner we see that if

all the series Eo° A„,pznm/inm)l represent integral functions, then the series

(6.3) Fiz) = EE¿n.pt}n,P(z)
p=l n=0

converges to an integral function which satisfies the relations

/?(nm)(ap) = ¿np.

The existence theorem without the series (6.3) for a more general problem

was given by Pólya [12].

7. Abel's series. The results for Abel's series are not as complete as those

given by Buck [4, pp. 292-293] but will be discussed briefly. The method is

to investigate the relation between/(z) as defined in (2.1) and the function

oo

*(*) =E¿?Cn)(«)z—-1.
o

Provided z is sufficiently large we have from (2.1) the integral representation

Hz) - — f /(f) E rv*«—l*t
2-iriJr o

= j_ r /(r)¿r
2-kíJ v  z — fef

With z = wew there follows

(7.1) tiwe")
2xt J i

/(f)#
r   wew — fe{

This will hold if for instance R(w) is sufficiently large. If now the zero f = w

but no other zero of wea — fer as a function of f falls inside Y, then (7.1) must

be modified to

y¡>(wew) =-: Í
2xi J r

/({■)# f(y)
'r  wew — fef      (1 + w)ew

If T is interior to a region in which fer is schlicht (and hence excludes f = — 1)
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it follows that

u      ,           JWip(wea)-
(1 + w)e"

is regular in and on Y and hence that

F(z) = — fe'f^(feO(l + t)dt.
2xi J v

We now expand ^(fef) in a power series in powers of fer considering either

convergence or summability. We obtain for the series

CO 1 ft 00 '     '

2><»>(ii)—: I «<*-»>(i + f)rn_1¿f = E^(B)(»)z(z - »)B_1/»!
o 2xí«/r o

which is Abel's series for Fiz). Convergence of this series to Fiz) follows if Y

can be taken inside the pear-shaped region in which |fef| <e_1, and Mittag-

Leffler summability if Y can be taken inside the parabolic region in which

¡arg (fef+l)| <x. Convergence to F(z) follows for all functions of K{xW },

x(0) being the supporting function of the pear-shaped region. This property

is known to hold for a wider class [4, p. 293]. For Mittag-Leffler summability

the conditions h(6) <x*W, h(0) < », where x*(#) is the supporting function of

the parabolic region, suffice. This is the same condition as was obtained by

Buck [4, p. 293].
8. Comparison of some special cases. Gontcharoff remarks [7, p. 38]

that when alf c2, • • • , am are in arithmetic progression the determinants

A(z) and A*(z) defined in (3.5) and (4.2) can be factorised and all their zeros

expressed in elementary terms. The expansion problem can then be answered

in a more explicit manner. For example if ap = p — 1, Gontcharoff's expansion

is convergent for all integral functions of type less than

m sin (x/w)

Now if m is large this critical type is approximately unity. The behaviour

might be expected for large m to be similar to that of Abel's series. Here

the critical type for convergence is however w = .278 • • • so that in this re-

spect convergence properties of Abel's series do not appear as a limiting form

of convergence properties of Gontcharoff's series. For Mittag-Leffler sum-

mability however the critical type for this special Gontcharoff series is still

given by (8.1) and that for Abel's series is unity.

The situation with Poritsky's series in the special case ap = p— 1 is similar.

The determinant A(z) contains the factor

exp (o3pz) — exp (o3qz)
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and the smallest zero of this factor other than zero is of modulus 2x/| wp—a>'|.

If n is even this modulus takes its minimum when |wp—co3| =2 and if m is

odd when |cop—«5| =2 cos (it/2m). Thus if m is even the critical type in this

special case for convergence of Poritsky's series is x while if m is odd the

critical type is x sec (x/2m). The "three point" expansion with m = 3 and

critical type 2x/31/2 appears as the most powerful. For large m the critical

type is approximately x and the series might be compared with the Gregory-

Newton series which determines F(z) by the sequence F(Q), F(l), F(2), - - ■ .

In this case the critical type for convergence is log 2 and the critical type for

summability is x [17, p. 52; 4, p. 288]. Similarly the critical type for con-

vergence of the Newton-Gauss series associated with F(0), F( — l), F(l),

F(-2), F(2), F(-3), • • • is log (3 + 2(21'2)) while that for summability is x

[3, p. 162; 4, pp. 290-291].
Another simple special problem is that of the determination of F(z) by the

sequence F(0), F'(0), ■ ■ , F<-m-»(0), /«»-»(I), F<m>(0), /"-+»(()), ■ ■ •

which is an instance of Gontcharoff's problem with Oi = a2= • • • = am-i = 0,

am=l. The critical type for convergence (or summability) is easily seen to be

the modulus of the smallest zero of the function

zm Z2m

H-1-+
ml      (2m) I

Now this function has zeros only when zm is negative [13, pp. 67, 254] and as

m increases the modulus of the smallest zero increases and for large m is

approximately (m!)""'~ffle~1. Hence the critical type becomes large with m

and shows a certain analogy with Taylor's series which may be considered

as the limiting case with m = °o.
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